Real-time astronaut visual tracking is the most important prerequisite for flying assistant robot to follow and assist the served astronaut in the space station. In this paper, an astronaut visual tracking algorithm which is based on deep learning and probabilistic model is proposed. Fine-tuned with feature extraction layers' parameters being initialized by ready-made model, an improved SSD (Single Shot Multibox Detector) network was proposed for robust astronaut detection in color image. Associating the detection results with synchronized depth image measured by RGB-D camera, a probabilistic model is presented to ensure accurate and consecutive tracking of the certain served astronaut. The algorithm runs 10 fps at Jetson TX2, and it was extensively validated by several datasets which contain most instances of astronaut activities. The experimental results indicate that our proposed algorithm achieves not only robust tracking of the specified person with diverse postures or dressings but also effective occlusion detection for avoiding mistaken tracking.
Introduction
The near-earth orbit space station serves as a microgravity research laboratory in which crew members conduct experiments in biology, physics, astronomy, and other fields. It is also suited for the testing of spacecraft systems and equipment required for missions to the Moon and Mars. Operating on orbit for more than ten years, the long-term care of the space station and the implementation of complex scientific studies will mainly depend on the astronauts. However, available astronaut time is usually limited. The improvement of astronauts' work efficiency becomes particularly important for space missions.
To help improving the astronauts' work efficiency, several in-cabin robots have been proposed or even flew on orbit in the International Space Station. PSA [1] was the first in-cabin assistant robot proposed by NASA's Ames Research Center. The program was aborted while its technologies inherited to the institute's related robot projects which called Astrobee [2] . Running in autonomous or tele-operated mode, Astrobee is designed to act the roles of mobile camera and mobile sensor in ISS. It is now under development and said to be sent to the ISS in the year 2018. Smart SPHERES [3] had been proposed in 2013 by upgrading the hardware and software of SPHERES [4] that was developed by MIT. It can be remotely operated by astronauts inside the spacecraft or by mission controllers on the ground, performing tasks such as environmental monitoring survey, inventory, and mobile camera work. Int-Ball is another in-cabin robot that has been sent to ISS in June 2017. It is designed by JAXA and acts as a mobile camera inside the ISS. Int-Ball can move on its own based on 3D target marker, or it can be controlled remotely by controllers and researchers on the ground. Apart from these robots, other astronaut assistant robots such as SHB [5] and AAR-2 [6, 7] were also proposed.
In this paper, an intelligent astronaut assistant robot called Intelligent Formation Personal Satellite (IFPS) is proposed and its prototype is shown in Figure 1 . It weighs 2.6 kilogram and shapes in a sphere with a diameter of 20 centimeters. A RGB-D camera and IMU are chosen for the implementation of visual navigation. Six sonar sensors are laid out evenly on the sphere for obstacle avoidance.
Onboard information processing and computing hardware mainly consists of a Jetson TX2 and a FPGA. Six pairs of fans and three orthogonal flywheels are designed for position and attitude maneuvering. A docking station is designed to provide IFPS with support of docking and energy supplying. It will be mounted on the inner wall of the cabin. And it can also communicate with IFPS through high bandwidth wireless network, offering the robot extra off-board parallel computing resources with graphic processing units (GPU).
Based on the regularly updated map inside the cabin and the advanced 3D SLAM algorithm, the robot can fly autonomously everywhere in the space station without any cooperative identifiers. Formation hovering around the served astronaut and face-to-face interacting with him through gestures and voice, the robot offers assistance tasks such as data inquiry, panoramic video recording, and HD video recording in the space station. Compared with the robots mentioned above, our robot focuses more on autonomous flying and intelligent human-robot interaction. To enable the robot's capabilities of hovering around and interacting with the served astronaut, we should first address the problem of real-time astronaut visual tracking.
For astronaut tracking, the prior procedure of astronaut detection is needed. General people detection [8] [9] [10] methods often use features like Haar [11, 12] , SIFT [13] , HOG [14] [15] [16] , and their combinations [17, 18] or variations [19, 20] to extract the most discriminative features, followed by a classifier such as SVM [14, 16] , boosted classifiers [21] , or random forests [22] to do classification. These methods are almost simply applied to detect pedestrians of standing or walking. They were designed to be robust to pedestrian detection of simplex postures while remaining sensitive to pedestrian detection of diverse postures. In recent years, deep learning models especially deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have become state-of-the-art for many vision problems. In object detection research, deep convolutional neural networks such as Fast R-CNN [23] , Faster R-CNN [24] , and R-FCN [25] are proposed. While accurate, these networks are too computational. Improved through bounding box prediction and regression method, newer object detection models called YOLO [26] and SSD [27] achieve high accuracy while further increasing detection speed. Alone [28] [29] [30] [31] or combined with the traditional methods [32] , these novel deep learning methods are more and more widely used in people detection research. Based on the detection results, Kalman filter [33] [34] [35] , particle filter [17, 36] , and probabilistic model [32] are often used to accomplish accurate and consecutive people tracking task.
Under microgravity circumstance, astronaut's postures and gestures can be diverse during space activities in the space station. Postures like standing, headstand, climbing, crouch, or any others can be all possible. This differs quite a lot from the usual pedestrian detection problem. Here, our goal is to achieve accurate and consecutive tracking of the served astronaut in the space station, despite the diversity of astronaut's postures or dressings. And we focus on tracking of the served astronaut in RGB-D images which is captured by the RGB-D camera. Our proposed algorithm consists of a detection module and a tracking module. An improved SSD network is proposed as the detection module for detecting astronauts, followed by the tracking module which is based on a probabilistic model to do tracking. The algorithm runs 10 fps at Jetson TX2, providing robust tracking of the served astronaut as well as effective occlusion detection for avoiding mistaken tracking.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will formulate the astronaut tracking problem and introduce the outline of our algorithm. In Section 3, we will introduce the astronaut detection module which is based on deep learning. Associated with the astronaut detection results, the astronaut tracking module will be presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we will evaluate our algorithm on real-world datasets which contain most instances of astronaut activities in our space station mockup.
Formulation of Astronaut Tracking
2.1. Problem Formulation and Analysis. Designed to be an in-cabin assistant robot in the space station, the Intelligent Formation Personal Satellite (IFPS) acts the role of astronaut's personal assistant, as shown in Figure 2 . It flies alongside with the served astronaut and interacts with him 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering through gestures or voice. To perform intelligent following and face-to-face interaction, we should first solve the problem of real-time astronaut tracking. Astronaut tracking, briefly speaking, is to recognize the served astronaut and locate him. Such a special application scenario in the space station possesses special properties in the following aspects, which make astronaut tracking a distinctive and challenging task. Figure 2 . Besides, the robot keeps about one meter away from astronaut for better interacting with each other. Therefore, it is urged that any other astronauts do not break into the interspace between the robot and the served astronaut. And the robot may take the initiative to avoid obstacles to prevent the tracking target image from being blocked.
Algorithm Outline.
For astronaut visual tracking problem, our proposed tracking algorithm is based on robust and accurate astronaut detection. Astronaut detection module and tracking module are the two main parts of our proposed astronaut tracking algorithm, as shown in Figure 3 .
A deep learning-based detection module is first designed to detect all astronauts and locate them by drawing rectangle bounding box β k i . For the kth frame, the detection module outputs several boxes β
, which are the bounding boxes of the detected astronauts. Here, m denotes the number of astronauts detected. And the served astronaut p that we will track is confirmed from the early detections.
For these bounding boxes detected in the detection module, we take the most likely one as the served astronaut which we confirmed in advance. Then, our proposed tracking module formulates the tracking problem to be a maximum a posteriori probability problem as follows:
These two modules are described in the two following sections, respectively.
Astronaut Detection Module Based on Deep Learning
In this section, we introduce our designed astronaut detection module which is based on deep learning. The detection module returns the detection results of each frame and locates them by drawing rectangle bounding boxes β
Allowing for the realtime application background, we hope that our network runs as fast as possible while retaining a higher accuracy. In object detection research area, the Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [27] is significantly more accurate and is currently the best detector with respect to the speed-versus-accuracy trade-off. Inspired by the SSD network, an end-to-end DCNN for astronaut detection is proposed. The architecture of the network is shown in Figure 4. 3.1.1. Data Layer. Data layer is responsible for color image reading and preprocessing. The color images that fed into the network are all resized to a size of 300 × 300. 3 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering 3.1.2. Feature Extraction Layers. Robust and reliable feature extraction is critical for astronaut detection. Here, we used the fc-reduced VGG-16 network as feature extracting network. And transfer learning method was used when training the whole net as our training dataset is limited. We initialed our feature extraction layers' parameters with already-made model trained in object detection task, rather than in object classification task as the original SSD network did. The object detection network would converge well when it is fine-tuned from a pretrained object detection model which detecting more categories [37] .
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Multiscale Prediction Layers.
Upon the feature extraction layers, multiscale layers are constructed to do multiscale prediction, as shown in Figure 4 . Compared with the original SSD network, multiscale prediction layers are improved in three aspects allowing for the specificities of the astronaut detection task.
(1) Rationally designing the number of multiscale prediction layers and feature map size in each layer: from the original SSD network, we know that the six prediction layers predict objects in six different detection resolutions and scales. In astronaut detection task, astronauts present on the image within a certain scale as the cabin space is limited. Predictions on the 38 × 38 layer contribute little to the astronaut detection, however increased the computation burden. We predict our detections on 19 × 19, 10 × 10, 5 × 5, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1 layers. These five layers, namely, Conv6, Conv7, Conv8, Conv9, and Conv10, are first constructed through convolution upon the feature extraction layers, as shown in Figure 5 .
(2) Sharing features that were extracted in lower layers to upper layer: allowing for the safe distance between robot and astronaut as well as the interaction distance demanded in ergonomics, astronaut image dimension varies within 10 × 10, 5 × 5, and 3 × 3 layers in most common situations, as shown in Figures 6(b)-6(d). Thus, we introduce features sharing mainly on these three layers. As shown in Figure 5 , feature maps of 19 × 19 layer are first pooled to 10 × 10 and concatenate to the 10 × 10 Conv6 layer output (ReLU6) with a concatenation layer Concat7. It is worth noting that normalization is needed upon each layer before concatenation. Here, a batch norm layer followed with a scale layer is used for normalization. Same operations about sharing lower layers' features to the upper are International Journal of Aerospace Engineering taken upon 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 layers. Feature maps integrating lower layers' features are concatenated at layers Concat8 and Concat9, respectively. Finally, we predict multiscale astronaut detections upon outputs of layers Conv6, Concat7, Concat8, Concat9, Concat10, and Conv10 in five different scales, as shown in Figure 5 .
(3) Parameter optimization of prior bounding boxes: multiscale layers Conv6, Concat7, Concat8, Concat9, and Conv10 are used for astronaut prediction. Upon these layers, a set of prior bounding boxes is assigned as proposal regions, as shown in Figure 6 (a). Aspect ratios of prior bounding boxes on layers Concat7, Concat8, and Concat9 are all designed as A R ∈ 1, 2 , 3, 1/2, 1/3 , while A R ∈ 1, 2, 1/2 on layers Conv6 and Conv10. Width and height of prior bounding boxes in the kth prediction layer can be calculated by
For the aspect ratio of 1, another prior bounding box is added and its scale is calculated as
min . Parameters of prior bounding boxes upon the five prediction layers are summarized in Table 1 . Our network reduced the amount of proposals about 75% compared with the original SSD network. The final detection results are given by nonmaximum suppression from the total 2252 candidate proposals, outputting locations of detected astronauts as well as their confidences.
Training and Validation.
In order to be consistent with the application in the space station as much as possible, our Volunteers imitate the astronauts' operating and walking in the ground space station mockup arbitrarily, and their dressings can be arbitrary in three different types, as shown in Figure 7 . We build our dataset by labeling the picked 4050 pictures from recorded videos, of which 3250 pictures are used as training dataset while the remaining 800 pictures are used as testing dataset. Then, we began training our astronaut detection network.
To train the astronaut detection network, we first match prior bounding boxes to any ground truth with jaccard overlap higher than 0.5. Figure 8(b) shows the matching of six prior bounding boxes at a cell in layer Concat8 to the ground truth. The training objective loss for an image is defined as a weighted sum of the localization loss and the confidence loss.
where N is the total number of the matched prior bounding boxes, G N is the total number of the ground truth bounding boxes in this image, c i is the confidence score of being an astronaut in the ith prior bounding box, c ij is the ground truth matched label, c ij is 1 when the overlap between the ith prior bounding box and the jth ground truth box is above 0.5, otherwise it is 0, l i is the offset parameter for the ith predicted bounding box, l ij is offset parameter between the ith prior bounding box and the jth ground truth box, and λ is a weighted parameter and it is set to 1 here. For the localization loss L loc l i , l ij , smooth L1 loss function as described in [23] is adopted. For the confidence loss L conf c i , c ij , the Softmax loss is used to identify whether an astronaut is detected in the prior bounding box or not. Pretraining on a large-scale dataset and transferring the learned features to another task with smaller dataset became an effective strategy in deep learning-based applications. Fine-tuning from a pretrained model can combat overfitting effectively [38] , leading to superior performance over training from scratch. Considering the limited size of our training dataset, we use transfer learning method to train the astronaut detection network. Before training, we initialize the feature extraction layers' parameters with a ready-made object detection model which is pretrained on the VOC07, VOC12, and COCO dataset. The pretrained model can be obtained from https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzKzrI_ SkD1_TkFPTEQ1Z091SUE/view. The other layers are randomly initialized with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used for training with a starting learning rate of 0.001, momentum of 0.9, and weight decay of 0.0005. The learning rate successively drops by 10 at 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 iterations. The training procedure consists of 50,000 iterations, and it is implemented with Caffe on NVIDIA TITAN X.
As a comparison, we modified the original SSD network to be a binary classification network for astronaut detection and fine-tuned it with the same dataset and solver parameters. Training loss and testing accuracy of the two networks during training are shown in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively. Compared with the original SSD network, our proposed astronaut detection network not only converges faster and When the training procedure is finished, we validate our trained network's generalization ability by detecting people with different dressings and diverse postures in real application. Three different colors of clothes are used to represent different kinds of spacesuits, as shown in Figure 7 . Several postures which may commonly occur under microgravity condition are chosen for testing. The volunteer turns around with these postures successively so as to exhaustively test the performance of detecting human body with different postures. Besides, people of diverse postures are detected from two different directions of view. The detection result is located on the image by a red rectangle. Figure 11 shows the result of detecting people in blue dressing with our proposed astronaut detection network. Comparison of the detailed detection results is illustrated in Table 2 .
We treat the detection output whose confidence is above 0.5 as an effective output. And clear metrics are proposed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our detection module. The metrics consist of five factors: true positives (TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), maximum number of consecutive false negatives (CFN), and total detection accuracy (TDA). TP represents the number of successful and right detections. FP represents the number of mistaken detections. Astronaut detection is actually a binary classification problem as we just distinguish astronauts from the background. Thus, FN represents the number of missed detections. And CFN represents the maximum number of consecutive missed detections. TDA is determined by the ratio of TP to the total number of the experimental video frames. The experimental results show that our proposed astronaut detection network performs stronger generalization ability in real detection task, resulting in better detection accuracy than the original SSD network. Our proposed astronaut detection network is a highly effective and robust classifier for detecting people with diverse dressings and postures. Although the headstand posture was not tested here due to conditional restrictions, it is certain that our proposed DCNN is capable of such case if trained.
Running speed was also compared between our proposed detection network with the SSD network, as shown in Table 3 . Our detection network runs at 66 fps speed on NVIDIA TITAN X, 6 fps faster than the SSD network. Considering the application in assistant robot IFPS, we transplant the algorithms to the embedded AI supercomputer Jetson TX2 designed as the robot's processor. Our detection network runs at 11~12 fps on TX2, 1 fps faster than the binary classification SSD network. It takes less than 91 milliseconds for our network to detect a picture on Jetson TX2.
Astronaut Tracking Module Based on Probabilistic Model
In this section, we introduce the astronaut tracking module. As the proposed astronaut detection module can produce relatively clean detection results, astronaut tracking becomes more manageable. Figure 12 shows the flowchart of the tracking module. From Section 2.2, we know that our tracking problem is actually a maximum a posteriori problem where we want to maximize the probability P k p | β k i . The probability can be estimated by many clues. Here, we aim to track astronaut in RGB-D data, so we have color image and depth information. Thus, the posteriori probability can also be formulated as
where L i is the spatial location of the detected astronaut in bounding box β 
Matching with Predicted Spatial Position. A modified
Kalman filter is adopted to predict the spatial position of the served astronaut. The Kalman filter is initialized by five consecutive frames during the target confirm procedure mentioned in Section 2.2. The probability P k p | L i is derived from the relation between the predicted position and the current measured position.
Geometric Similarity Matching of Bounding Box.
Allowing for the probable same dressing and similar postures of astronauts, color information is not discriminative enough to do identification. Thus, we use a simpler geometric similarity method to describe the probability P k p | I i . It is derived from the geometric position and shape relations between the current detection and the last tracked result in color image.
Then, the astronaut tracking problem can be described as
Tracking procedure will stop and quit when qualified detection results or matching responses are not provided for a predefined period of time. Then, the robot will alarm and request for another opportunity to reconfirm the tracking target.
Matching with Predicted Spatial Position.
To predict motion of the served astronaut, we should first know the astronaut position relative to the assistant robot. To begin with, we define the center point u center , v center of the bounding box in detection result to be astronaut's 2D location in color image, as shown in Figure 13(a) . After calibrating the perspective difference between the color and depth camera, we acquire fused color and depth image. Thus, for each pixel in color image, the corresponding depth value can be Figure 13(c) . Then, a modified Kalman filter is proposed to predict astronaut's spatial position and velocity in the robot's body coordinate system.
As astronaut motion model, we choose a constant velocity model as the common solution. The motion velocity of an astronaut is assumed to be constant between frames, so the state equation is simplified and does not include the acceleration term. The behavior of moving astronaut can be characterized by the following models of motion and measurement, respectively.
In the above equations, A represents the state transition matrix, which determines the relationship between the current state vector x k and the previous x k− 1 . H represents the measurement matrix, which determines the relationship between the measurement vector z k and the state vector x k . The vector w k is process noise while v k is measurement noise. These two noise terms are assumed to be White Gaussian Noise with zero mean and covariance matrices
The state vector in the presented motion model is described as
where the vector S k = X k Y k Z k and V k = V Xk V Yk V Zk represent the spatial position and velocity of astronaut in the robot's body coordinate system, respectively. By considering the consecutive frames as motion of constant velocity, the state transition matrix A can be achieved from the kinematic equations as follows:
where Δt represents the sampling interval. From Section 3.2, we know that it takes less than 91 ms for our astronaut detection network to detect an image on TX2. It is enough for us to predict and update the state vector every 100 ms, namely, Δ t = 100 ms. Our astronaut visual tracking algorithm runs at 10 fps on Jetson TX2. As introduced above, the position of an astronaut is obtained from the detection results. The position coordinate X k and Y k are calculated from the bounding box of astronaut detection, while the coordinate Z k is smoothed value of the corresponding depth sampling points. To avoid large discrepancies that could arise between frames due to the vision-based astronaut detection, we replace the measurement vector z k in (6) 
The presented Kalman filter consists of a prediction stage and a correction stage. The prediction stage can be expressed as follows:
where x − k is the a priori estimate state and P − k is the a priori estimate error covariance matrix in frame k. The correction stage can be expressed as follows:
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where
is the a posteriori estimate state at frame k, P k is the a posteriori estimate error covariance matrix at frame k, and K k is the Kalman gain. Here, we replace the measurement vector z k with the smoothed measurement vector z s k . The Kalman-based motion prediction is a recursive process. The state estimated in (13) will be used in the right side of (10) to calculate the next frame k + 1, and also in (9) for smoothed measurement vector calculating.
Predicted by the above Kalman filter, we can obtain a robust position prediction S − k of the served astronaut for each frame. Then the probability P k p | L i can be defined as follows:
where S k is the measured position of the served astronaut. R thre is a key threshold value, and selection of its value needs trade-off consideration. If the parameter value is too small, the tracking procedure may be easily affected by the consequent missed detection. If the value is too big, mistaken tracking may occur when multiple astronauts are much closer together. Here, we set R thre to be 30 centimeters after weighing the above two factors.
Geometric Similarity
Matching of Bounding Box. Spatial motion prediction described above treats astronaut as a particle model. However, taking into account the limited space in the space station, the body size of astronaut should not 10 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering be ignored. Body size range of astronaut under movement is actually the bounding box detected in color image. Therefore, the probability P k p | I i is described by the similarity of color image in bounding boxes between the current detection and the previous tracked one.
In Figure 14 , the solid rectangle represents the bounding box of the tracked astronaut in the last frame k − 1, while the dashed rectangles represent the detected astronauts in the current frame k. We know that the bounding box of the tracked astronaut changes and moves little between sampling intervals in color image. Then, the bounding box which is closer to and more similar in shape with the tracked bounding box is more likely to be the tracked astronaut.
Then, the probability P k p | I i can be defined as follows:
In (16), i = 1, 2, … , m and m denotes the number of detected results in the frame k. α 0 , α 1 , and α 2 are constant parameters and α 0 = 1, α 1 = 1, and α 2 = 0 8. ΔD k i is the distance between the ith detected bounding box in the frame k and the tracked bounding box in the frame k − 1. It can be calculated by
is the center point of the tracked bounding box in frame k − 1. 
Experiments and Results
In order to verify our proposed astronaut visual tracking algorithm, we present our experiments and results in this section. The experimental videos which contain most instances of astronaut activities are recorded by a Kinect RGB-D camera with a resolution of 640 × 480 at 30 fps speed. Our proposed algorithm is implemented under Ubuntu 16.04 with C++ language and runs 10 fps on Jetson TX2, detecting and tracking the served astronaut every other two input images. Two sets of experiments are carried out to validate the proposed astronaut visual tracking algorithm.
In the first experiment, one subject is asked to follow a reference path of 1.4 m × 2 m square with various postures. We evaluate the tracking performance of our proposed tracking algorithm by whether accurate and consecutive tracking is obtained or not, despite the subject's diverse postures or various distance relative to the robot. Besides, the reconstruction performance of the subject's spatial position relative to the camera is also tested in this experiment. We evaluate it by comparing the experimental results with the reference path.
The reference path following experiment is carried out in our space station mockup. Although the subject's dressings can be arbitrary in three different types, we just discuss one kind of them here as an illustration and the other cases have the similar results. As described in Section 2.2, the astronaut detection module is activated first when the tracking task begins. The detection results are located by red bounding boxes in each image frame. Here, we ignore the initial 2 frames of poor quality. Then, the first 5 consecutive frames in which human detection is successful are used to confirm tracking target and initialize the modified Kalman filter. After that, the astronaut tracking module is activated to track the predefined target. Bounding box of the detection will change green if the detection is judged as the target that we are tracking. Results of the five tests in Figure 15 show that our proposed tracking algorithm achieves accurate and consecutive tracking performance in all the instances. Figure 16 shows the reconstruction of the subject's spatial position relative to the camera in each test. The left pictures
Color camera coordinate system Color image coordinate system Robot body coordinate system (c) Figure 13 : Images of RGB-D camera and coordinate system definition. 12 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering Figure 14 : Geometric similarity matching of bounding box in color image. 14 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering observed that in the blue ellipses of Figure 16 (a), no qualified detection has been tracked in several consecutive frames. Our proposed Kalman filter provides well predictions thus avoiding possible tracking failures in such situations. Moreover, the reconstruction of the subject's spatial position relative to the camera is basically the same as the ground truth. The deviation is no more than 20 cm. It is acceptable allowing for the path following error caused by the subject and the interference of his arbitrary body movements.
In the second experiment, we test the more common situations that the robot hovers or follows the served astronaut during assistance offering period. Here, we consider the most common case that there are two crews in the cabin and they are both dressed in blue in-cabin work clothes. We first set a subject as the tracking target. The subject is asked to keep a certain distance from the camera and imitate astronaut's working or walking activities. Meanwhile, another subject may enter or exit the scene. The two subjects may move very close in position, and the tracking target may be partially or entirely occluded by the other one. Figure 17 shows the tracking image sequences with other subject entering and moving very close to the target subject. The target subject stands by the console panel performing operation or walks in the cabin by climbing. Another subject enters at the 219th frame and moves very close to the target subject at the 675th frame. Our proposed astronaut tracking algorithm achieves stable and accurate tracking performance. The successful tracking result is located by green bounding box as shown in the image sequences. Figure 18 shows the tracking image sequences with occlusion which happened between the target subject and other subject. The other subject enters the scene at the 84th frame and moves very close to the target subject at the 282th frame. He then breaks into the interspace between the camera and the target subject. We begin to lose track with the target subject at the 291th frame. The tracking algorithm causes a stop at the 321th frame when successive 10 tracking failures are detected. As a result, our proposed astronaut tracking algorithm successfully detects the occlusion and avoids the mistaken tracking that treats other subject as the target subject.
Conclusion
Astronaut visual tracking is the most important prerequisite for in-cabin assistant robot to formation fly with the served astronaut and offers assistance in the space station. In this paper, a deep learning and probabilistic model-based visual tracking algorithm is proposed for Intelligent Formation Personal Satellite to track the served astronaut in RGB-D videos. An improved SSD network-based detection module was first proposed for detecting people with arbitrary postures, gestures, or dressings. Our proposed network performs stronger generalization ability in real detection task, resulting better detection accuracy than the original SSD network. And it runs faster than the original SSD network, supporting realtime applications on embedded AI computer Jetson TX2. Based on the relatively clean detection results, a probabilistic model-based tracking module is proposed for accurate and consecutive tracking with the specified person. A modified Kalman filter is designed to predict the spatial position of the astronaut relative to the robot. Then, a matching with predicted spatial position and a geometric similarity matching of bounding box are associated for robust tracking. We extensively validated our algorithm with several datasets that contain most instances of astronaut activities. The algorithm runs at 10 fps on Jetson TX2. The experimental results show that our proposed astronaut visual tracking algorithm achieves not only robust tracking of the specified person with diverse postures or dressings but also effective occlusion detection for avoiding mistaken tracking. The study in this paper provides a powerful means for Intelligent Formation Personal Satellite to realize the real-time astronaut visual tracking in future application on orbit. Besides, our proposed astronaut tracking algorithm can also be applied in any other people-following robots as it could be easily constructed by common RGB-D camera and embedded GPUs.
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